
Precalc Conics Study Guide

Applies to graph on y-axis
Applies to graph on x-axis
Applies to both

Standard Position Parabolas
Focus - (0,c) or (c,0)
Vertex - (0,0)
Directrix - y=-c or x=-c
Equation - y=(1/4c)x^2 or x=(1/4c)y^2
c is distance from focus to vertex and directrix to
vertex, which are equidistant.

Parabola with Vertex (h,k)
Vertex: (h,k)
Axis: x=h or y=k
Standard form of equation: (y-k)=1/4c(x-h)^2 or (x-h)=1/4c(y-k)^2
|c| is distance from vertex to focus and vertex to directrix, which are equidistant.
Focus is vertex y coordinate + c if positive parabola, - c if negative parabola. Vertex x
coordinate + c if positive parabola, -c if negative coordinate.
Directrix is vertex y coordinate - c if positive parabola, + c if negative parabola. Vertex x
coordinate - c if positive parabola, + c if negative coordinate.
To get into standard equation:

1. Separate x’s and y’s
2. Add b/2 to both sides
3. Factor out a
4. Factor again to get into standard form
5. Set 1/4c = a to get c

Circles
r=radius
(h,k) center
Standard form equation: r^2 = (x-h)^2 + (y-k)^2
For equation x^2 + y^2 + ax -6y = d:

1. Add (a/2)^2 to both sides
2. Add (b/2)^2 to both sides
3. Factor to get into standard form

Ellipses
Center: (0,0)
Foci: (-c, 0) and (c, 0) or (0, -c) and (0, c)
a>b>0
Standard Form Equation: x^2/a^2 + y^2/b^2 = 1 or x^2/b^2 + y^2/a^2 = 1



B = √a^2-c^2
To get into standard form:
Set = 1, divide everything by the outside number

Ellipse with Center
Standard Form: (x-h)^2/a^2 + (y-k)^2/b^2= 1 or
(x-h)^2/b^2 +  (y-k)^2/a^2 = 1
Center: (h,k)
a>b, a>c
b^2 = a^2 - c^2
Major axis is the axis that the foci are on
Minor axis is the axis that the foci are not on
A is distance from center to vertex
B is distance from center to endpoint on minor axis
C is distance from center to foci
To get into standard form:
For ax^2 + by^2 + cx + dy + e = 0:

1. Subtract e from both sides to get it by itself.
2. Separate x and y’s
3. Factor a out of x’s and b out of y’s
4. In the factored parentheses, add (b/2)^2 to from each parentheses to each side
5. Divide entire equation by e to get equation = 1
6. You now have your equation.  You can one derive foci, vertices etc from this equation

using formulas above

Hyperbolas
Center: (0,0)
Foci: (-c, 0) and (c, 0) or (0, -c) and (0, c)
Vertices: (a, 0) and (-a, 0) or (0, a) and (0, -a)
c>a>0
B = √c^2-a^2
Standard form equation: x^2/a^2 - y^2/b^2 = 1 or y^2/a^2 - x^2/b^2 = 1
Major axis is the axis that the foci are on



Minor axis is the axis that the foci are not on
A is distance from center to vertex
B is distance from center to endpoint on minor axis
C is distance from center to foci
Asymptotes: y= ±(b/a)x or y= ±(a/b)x
To get in standard form, divide by number on the other side of the equation to get it equal to 1.

Hyperbolas Centered at (h,k)
Standard form equation: (x-h)^2/a^2 - (y-k)^2/b^2 = 1 or
(y-k)^2/a^2 - (x-h)^2/b^2 = 1
For ax^2 + by^2 + cx + dy + e = 0:

7. Subtract e from both sides to get it by itself.
8. Separate x and y’s
9. Factor a out of x’s and b out of y’s
10. In the factored parentheses, add (b/2)^2 to from each

parentheses to each side
11. Divide entire equation by e to get equation = 1
12. You now have your equation.  You can one derive foci,

vertices etc from this equation using formulas above

Congratulations!  You have made it to the end of this shitty
study guide which was made at 10 pm on a monday night. Hope this helped you as much as it
helped me (it probably didn’t)


